
Hopping-and-Roving Robots for Martian Lava Tube Exploration

Overview:  In  this  thesis,  the  aim  is  to
develop  a  new  class  of  roving  and
jumping subterranean robotic explorers
tailored to the needs and challenges of
Martian Lava Tubes. The goal is to offer
simultaneously:  a)  endurance
exceeding 2h at a single charge and a
range exceeding 10km, b) traversability
of  challenging  terrain,  and  c)  a  small
size  and  weight  (<10kg).  The  latter  is
particularly important as weight highly affects the cost of the mission, while the size must
be small enough for skylight access and teamed operation eliminates the possibility of a
single-point-of-failure. To achieve such challenging design specifications, we envision a
robotic unit involving a hopping-and-roving robot. This robot will rely on large wheels with
high-torque  motors  attached  onto  a  simple  leg  mechanism  to  help  in  traversing
challenging terrain,  and implement  a  jumping mechanism through loading respective
springs at the joints. Control of the wheel spin and the leg configuration will also facilitate
attitude control during the flight-phase of each jump. Exploiting the reduced effects of
gravity of Mars, approximately 38% that of Earth, the system can benefit from its very small
weight to seamlessly overcome challenging obstacles through long jumps – an approach
even more relevant due to the large size of lava tubes on Mars. Within the framework of the
thesis we seek to develop the conceptual design and a prototype realization of such a
hopping-and-roving robot. Relevant works for subterranean robotics on Earth: link1 , link2.

Tasks and sub-objectives: 
• Literature review of robotic systems for subterranean exploration.
• Literature review of robotic concepts for off-world lava tube exploratiion.
• Design of the Martian lava tube hopping-and-roving robot.
• Robot simulator development in Gazebo/Ignition.
• Control law design and evaluation in simulation for both roving & hopping phases.
• Prototype realization (possibly at scale) and experimental evaluation.
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